Superior fluorescent probe for detection of potassium ion.
Here, a simple, and highly sensitive fluorescent assay is designed to monitor K(+). The versatile, robust biosensing strategy is based on the specific recognition utility of label-free aptamers with their targets and PicoGreen dye as the signal probe. The aptamers undergo a conformational change to a secondary structure such as G-quadruplex in the presence of targets. In addition to a conformational change with its targets, the remaining single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) aptamer form a duplex structure with its complete complementary sequence. Conformational changes of aptamers as well as fluorescence amplification produce clear signal-off in the presence of targets. Fluorescent assay employing this mechanism for the detection of K(+) is highly sensitive, and selective. The detection limit of the K(+) assay is determined to be 2.37 pM. The sensing strategy is low-cost and simple in its operation without requirement for complex labeling of probe DNA or sophisticated synthesis of the fluorescent compound. Also, the method has less structural requirement of complexes of aptamers with their targets, thus rending its wilder applications for various targets.